Caller ID

Caller ID lets you know who is calling before you answer the phone. The Caller ID display will show the name and number of the person who is calling. A log is kept of your most recent calls.

How to use Caller ID

• When an incoming call is received, the display on your phone will show the name and number of most calls after the first complete ring.
• The name and number of the caller, along with the date and time of the call will automatically be stored, even if you do not answer the call.
• You can return important calls at your convenience, and ignore unwanted calls.
• If the word PRIVATE or ANONYMOUS is displayed, you will know that the person calling has chosen to block their name and number. If UNKNOWN, UNAVAILABLE, or OUT OF AREA is displayed, you will know that the person is calling from an area where Caller ID is not available.
• A Caller ID equipped phone is required to use Caller ID.

Be aware: A variety of websites and vendors offer services that will let a person make it look like they are calling from any number they want. In this situation, the name or number that displays on the Caller ID or similar equipment may not be the information of the calling party. This is often called “number spoofing.” Sometimes it is done for a legitimate purpose, sometimes it is not.

Available in most areas. Some restrictions apply.
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